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Abstract
Hydrothermal carbonization (HTC) is a thermochemical pretreatment process suitable for the valorization
of biomass. It emulates the natural coalification and its main product, hydrochar, is a solid carbon-rich
product that has a calorific value similar to that of lignite. The relatively low reaction conditions, the
capability of the process to handle organic materials with high moisture content and the appealing
properties of hydrochar render HTC a highly promising field. However, the reactions that take place are
complex and partially understood. Several attempts have been made to develop reaction kinetics schemes
in order to model the carbonization of specific types of biomass. In the present paper, two proposed models
are examined and suggestions are made for the advancement of the process.
Copyright © 2018 International Energy and Environment Foundation - All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Biomass is becoming increasingly attractive as a potential source for the production of fuel and valuable
chemicals. Its direct use as a fuel, however, faces a series of challenges (low-density energy, high moisture
content, biological instability etc.) [1]. Pretreatment processes are necessary to improve the characteristics
of the organic feedstock. Hydrothermal carbonization (HTC), also known as wet pyrolysis, emulates the
natural process of coalification. During hydrothermal carbonization, biomass in the presence of subcritical
water (below 374 oC and 22 MPa) is heated in a closed environment [2].
The main product of HTC, apart from liquid and gaseous by-products, is hydrochar, a solid material rich
in carbon. The solid product displays superior fuel characteristics compared to the organic feedstock. Its
content is lower in oxygen and higher in carbon. It produces lower emissions of greenhouse gases and
displays increased hydrophobicity. Hydrochar, above all, possesses a calorific value comparable to that of
lignite. It can be used as fuel, in soil amelioration, in carbon sequestration and for the production of
chemicals [2-5].
During hydrothermal carbonization several chemical reactions take place. These reactions are not
consecutive, but instead have been aptly characterized as a parallel network of reactions [6]. Due to the
complexity of the reaction mechanism, detailed information about the exact reactions is currently available
only for specific types of biomass, i.e. cellulose. The main reaction pathways in a HTC process consist of
hydrolysis, dehydration, decarboxylation, condensation polymerization and aromatization [2, 3, 6, 7].
The percentage and composition of the end products are directly tied to the process conditions with reaction
temperature, residence time and water-to-biomass ratio being the most important. Reaction temperature is
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regarded as the governing parameter of the process. Elevated temperatures have a beneficial outcome on
the calorific value of the solid output, but, at the same time, the solid yield decreases [4-7]. Typical
residence times in HTC span from a few hours to days. Similar to reaction temperature, longer retention
times lead to higher energy and lower mass yields. In addition, it has been experimentally observed that as
the temperature increases the effect of residence time becomes less significant [1, 5, 6]. The water-tobiomass ratio was found to accelerate the carbonization process with a simultaneous decrease in solid yield.
This is attributed to the greater impact of hydrolysis reactions caused by the increase of water quantity [6,
7].
The physicochemical properties of the latter in combination with the advantages that HTC offers
(simplicity, low cost, solid yield percentage, ability to process wet biomass, lack of preliminary drying)
justify the recent research activity around the process [5, 6]. Nevertheless, the interest around hydrothermal
carbonization is relatively new and, therefore, extensive research has to take place before any conclusions
about the feasibility of the process are to be reached.
2. Mathematical modeling
The complex nature of the process combined with the necessity to predict its outcome has led to the
development of reaction kinetics models. In some cases, a detailed kinetics modeling was proposed while
in others, a more simplified approach was adopted. In the present paper two distinct research efforts to
model and predict the process of hydrothermal carbonization will be presented. In both cases, the system
of partial differential equations was solved using COMSOL's reaction engineering module.
2.1 Hydrothermal carbonization of grape marc
In [8], D. Basso et al. proceeded with the modeling of the hydrothermal carbonization of grape marc, a
waste product of the wine-making industry. Experimental data were acquired by repeating the process nine
times, for three distinct temperatures (180, 220 and 250 oC) and for three different residence times (1, 3
and 8 h). The water-to-biomass ratio was kept at 10:3 (6.1 g of biomass, 20.4 g of deionized water). The
initial heating and final cooling times where not considered to be a part of the residence time.
The reaction model that was used is based on the scheme for the thermal degradation of xylan proposed
by C. Di Blasi and M. Lanzetta [9]. According to the adopted two-step reaction mechanism, the initial
feedstock A forms an intermediate compound B which, in turn, forms the final product C. At each step the
formation of the volatiles V1 and V2 takes place in parallel to the A-B-C transformation (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Two-step reaction mechanism for the hydrothermal carbonization of grape marc [8].
Rate laws of the first order were assumed to describe the involved reactions, while the temperature
dependence of the rate constant was described by the original form of the Arrhenius equation [10]:
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where: k0, the pre-exponential or frequency factor [appropriate units], Ea, the activation energy [J/mol]
R, the universal gas constant [8.314 J/mol⋅K], T, the absolute temperature [K].
The equations that describe the model are thus:
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where: mA, mB, mC, are the mass yields of the initial feedstock, the intermediate product and the final
hydrochar respectively [-], mV1, mV2, are the mass yields of the volatile products of the first and second
reaction step respectively [-], k1, k2, are the kinetic constants of the A→B and B→C transformations
respectively [s-1], kV1, kV2, are the kinetic constants of the A→V1 and B→V2 transformations respectively
[s-1].
Apparently, at the beginning of the process mA=m0 with m0 being the mass of the initial sample. All other
masses are equal to zero mB=mC=mV1=mV2=0.
Fitting the model parameters to the experimental data using a least squares algorithm (trust-regionreflective algorithm) gave the Table 1 of pre-exponential factor and activation energy values.
Table 1. Values of the Arrhenius parameters (k0, Ea) for the hydrothermal carbonization of grape marc
according to D. Basso et al. [8].
k0,1 [s-1]
3.34∙107
Ea,1 [kJ/mol]
94.5

k0,2 [s-1]
1.10∙1010
Ea,2 [kJ/mol]
139.7

k0,V1 [s-1]
9.15∙106
Ea,V1 [kJ/mol]
93.7

k0,V2 [s-1]
1.55∙1010
Ea,V2 [kJ/mol]
146.2

2.2 Hydrothermal carbonization of soft rush
M. Jatzwauk and A. Schume [11] proposed a model to describe the hydrothermal carbonization of soft
rush in the temperature range of 180-240 oC. According to the proposed scheme, the initial solid substrate
A is hydrolyzed into intermediate products B which, in turn, form the hydrochar C and gaseous and
dissolved byproducts D. The formation of hydrochar was found to be favored by the intermediate product
concentration. This was expressed by a higher reaction order degree of the reaction B→C (n=1.53). The
remaining two reactions were assumed to be of the first order (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Proposed reaction mechanism for the hydrothermal carbonization of soft rush [11].
The system of equations that describe the proposed reaction mechanism are:
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dC A
 k1C A
dt

(7)

dC B
 k1C A  k 2 C Bn  k 3 C B
dt

(8)

dC C
 k 2 C Bn
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(9)

dC D
 k 3C B
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where: CA, CB, CC, CD, are the carbon content yield for the initial substrate, the intermediate products, the
hydrochar and the gaseous/dissolved byproducts [-].
The temperature dependence of the rate constant was expressed by the classical Arrhenius equation,
Equation (1), while the Arrhenius parameters are given in Table 2. The value 1.53 for the order of the
reaction B→C was found to fit the experimental data accurately.
Table 2. Values of the Arrhenius parameters (k0, Ea) for the hydrothermal carbonization of soft rush
according to M. Jatzwauk and A. Schumpe [11].
k0,1 [h-1]
1.89∙1014
Ea,1 [kJ/mol]
141

k0,2 [g-0.53∙h-1]
1.15∙107
Ea,2 [kJ/mol]
75

k0,3 [h-1]
1.89∙107
Ea,3 [kJ/mol]
74.3

The use of citric acid was also investigated as a potential catalyst that enhances the hydrolysis. Its effect
on hydrochar carbon content, however, was proven to be negligible.
It is important to mention that the degradation of lignin was assumed. This has to be tested against
substrates with higher lignin content since it the most thermo-chemically stable organic component found
in biomass [2].
3. Results
3.1 Hydrothermal carbonization of soft rush
The solution of the system of Equations (2)-(6) leads to distribution of mass yield versus time for the three
experimental temperatures (180, 220 and 250 oC) and for residence times up to 8 hours.
The examination of Figures 3, 4 and 5 leads to the following observations:
 The reactions of the first step (A→B and A→V 1) progress much more rapidly. This general behavior
was anticipated since the activation energies are significantly lesser that those of the second step.
 The effect of residence time diminishes over time. As reaction temperature increases, the carbonization
of the feedstock into hydrochar occurs faster and, therefore, residence time becomes less significant. At
the same time, reaction temperature is being highlighted as the dominant process parameter.
 The relatively low temperature of 180 oC is proven to be insufficient to facilitate the second reaction
step (B→C and B→V2). As a direct result, insignificant quantities of hydrochar are produced at the
lowest experimental temperature.
 While the formation of volatile products V1 remains relatively temperature-independent, an increase in
reaction severity leads to elevated production of volatiles V 2.
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Figure 3. Mass yield versus time of the
hydrothermal carbonization of grape marc
according to D. Basso et al. [8] for temperature
180 oC and residence times up to 8 hours.
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Figure 4. Mass yield versus time of the
hydrothermal carbonization of grape marc
according to D. Basso et al. [8] for temperature
220 oC and residence times up to 8 hours.

Figure 5. Mass yield versus time of the hydrothermal carbonization of grape marc according to D. Basso
et al. [8] for temperature 250 oC and residence times up to 8 hours.
3.2 Hydrothermal carbonization of soft rush
The solution of the system of equations (7)-(10) leads to distribution of carbon content yield versus time
for temperatures of 180, 200, 220 and 240 oC and residence times up to 50 hours. From Figures 6-9 the
following observations can be made:
 Similar to the case of grape marc, temperature is evidently the governing parameter. The formation of
hydrochar occurs faster as reaction temperature increases.
 The degradation of the solid substrate requires higher activation energy that that of byproduct and
hydrochar formation.
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 The concentration of dissolved intermediates affects the final quantities of hydrochar in a critical
manner. Elevated temperatures and increased amounts of available intermediate products lead to
increased hydrochar formation. This was expressed by a higher reaction order.
 The yield of (gaseous and dissolved byproducts) increases as reaction severity grows.

Figure 6. Carbon content yield versus time of the
hydrothermal carbonization of soft rush according
to M. Jatzwauk and A. Schumpe [11] for
temperature 180 oC and residence times up to 50
hours.

Figure 7. Carbon content yield versus time of the
hydrothermal carbonization of soft rush according
to M. Jatzwauk and A. Schumpe [11] for
temperature 200 oC and residence times up to 50
hours.

Figure 8. Carbon content yield versus time of the
hydrothermal carbonization of soft rush according
to M. Jatzwauk and A. Schumpe [11] for
temperature 220 oC and residence times up to 50
hours.

Figure 9. Carbon content yield versus time of the
hydrothermal carbonization of soft rush according
to M. Jatzwauk and A. Schumpe [11] for
temperature 240 oC and residence times up to 50
hours.
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4. Conclusion
The practical application of hydrothermal carbonization, despite its simple principle, its capacity to exploit
waste streams and the appealing properties of hydrochar, encounters several drawbacks:
 Exhausting experimentation is required in order for an accurate reaction kinetics model to be
achieved. This would allow to optimize the reaction conditions towards a more energy-efficient
process.
 The separation and handling of the byproducts is an additional design burden [12].
 The ability to handle large quantities of water is required by large installations since high waterto-biomass ratios facilitate the hydrolysis of the initial feedstock [6, 7].
 The final product, even though it has reduced moisture content, needs a drying process because it
leaves the reactor in a state of slurry [2, 5].
 Elevated temperatures correspond to high pressure inside the reactor, a fact that increases the
complexity of a potential installation [13].
Despite the aforementioned disadvantages, hydrothermal carbonization is a highly promising conversion
method and several ideas have been proposed in order to increase its efficiency:
 The use of additives has been suggested to have a beneficial impact on both the properties of the
hydrochar and the process conditions (lower required temperature and pressure). However, its
verification needs further study [14].
 The process water has been found to contain specific nutrients and its used as a potential fertilizer
is being speculated [15].
 The energy consumption can be reduced by recirculating the waste streams and preheating the
submerged feedstock [16].
 The possibility of combining the hydrothermal carbonization with other processes is being
examined. A common example is the anaerobic digestion of the process water which is being
promoted as a way to further increase the overall energy recovery [17].
 Due to their structure, hydrochars can also be used for carbon sequestration (CSS, carbon capture
and storage), adsorption and soil amendment purposes [3, 6, 19, 20].
Appendix
C
carbon content yield [-]
Ea
activation energy [kJ/mol]
k0
pre-exponential factor [appropriate units]
k
rate constant [appropriate units]
m
mass yield [-]

n
R
t
T

reaction order [-]
universal gas constant [8.314 J/mol∙K]
time [s]
reaction temperature [K]
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